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It had previously happened that water accumulated at the bottom of the pit
for the vertical cryostat Gersemi in the FREIA laboratory. Before the cryostat
arrived, we installed several redundant monitor system and a pump to remove the
water. Since these systems will never be replaced, once the cryostat is installed,
they need to be highly reliable and robust.

One of the systems is based on a passive sensor that is made of ready-made
printed circuit board which acts as one of the resistors in a voltage divider. A
prototype is shown in Figure 1. PCB traces, cut to three different lengths, provide
information about the water level at three different levels. The other resistor in
the voltage divider is rather large–we use 270 kΩ–and is placed on a small board
that also houses operational amplifiers that act as buffer amplifier for the high-
impedance signals from the resistor divider. The circuit with op-amps for six
channels is mounted piggy-back on top an Ethernet shield that itself is mounted
on top of an Arduino UNO. Figure 2 illustrates this sandwich of components and
Figure 3 shows the very simple electronics of one channel. If noise is a problem a
simple low-pass filter with a capacitor and resistor can be added at the amplifier
output. The voltage divider is only exposed to a voltage when we intend to
measure and after the measurement the polarity is reversed for the same time in
order to minimize electrolysis. We found that having the sensor powered with
one polarity for a few days severely corroded the copper on the sensor-PCB.
Measuring only briefly and then also reversing the polarity should alleviate this
problem.

The Arduino UNO serves as the local intelligence to read six buffered analog
channels from up to two sensor and communicates them via wired Ethernet to and
EPICS-capable Input-Output Controller. We chose wired Ethernet instead of a
wireless transmission, with, for example, an ESP8266 controller, because FREIA
is a rather noisy environment with many high-power RF components that make
reliable wireless transmission sometimes difficult.
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Figure 1: The sensor cut from a piece of prototype board. Note that this sensor
requires three analog channels in order to read out how many of the prongs is
immersed in water.

Apart from reading the sensor, we expose a few IO-pins on an DSub9 con-
nector. The connector is shown on the top right of Figure 2. Pins D2, D3,

and D4 are output pins and available to EPICS under the names DO2, DO3, and
DO4. Likewise pins D5 and D6 are configured as input pins and are available from
EPICS under the names DI5 and DI6. This allows to turn on and off devices via
the output pins, such as a pump. The input pins use the built-in pull-up resistors
of the UNO and can be used to monitor the state of other equipment by pulling
the pin to ground potential.

The sketch that runs on the Arduino is very simple and follows the query-
response template extensively discussed in [1] and is reproduced here

// PuddlePeeker, v2, V. Ziemann, 180321

#include <SPI.h>

#include <Ethernet.h>

EthernetServer server = EthernetServer(1137);

byte mac[] = {0x00, 0xAA, 0xBB, 0xCC, 0xDE, 0x02};

byte ip[] = { 192, 168, 1, 59};

byte gateway[] = { 192, 168, 1, 1 };

byte subnet[] = { 255, 255, 255, 0 };

//.........read for short time, and reverse polarity afterwards

float read_channel(int ch) {

digitalWrite(9,HIGH);

delay(8);

float volt=5.0*analogRead(ch)/1023;

delay(2);

digitalWrite(9,LOW);
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Figure 2: On the top we show the front and back view of the puddlepeeker
integrated into a box. The bottom shows the top view onto the the circuit board
with the operational amplifiers is mounted directly on top of the Ethernet shield
that itself is mounted on top of the Arduino UNO board.
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Figure 3: One channel of the buffer amplifier. The op-amps used are one
MCP6004 with four amplifiers and a MCP6002 with two.

digitalWrite(8,HIGH);

delay(10);

digitalWrite(8,LOW);

return volt;

}

void setup() {

pinMode(2,OUTPUT);

pinMode(3,OUTPUT);

pinMode(4,OUTPUT);

pinMode(5,INPUT_PULLUP);

pinMode(6,INPUT_PULLUP);

pinMode(8,OUTPUT); digitalWrite(8,LOW);

pinMode(9,OUTPUT); digitalWrite(9,LOW);

pinMode(13,OUTPUT);

Ethernet.begin(mac, ip, gateway, subnet); // fixed IP

//if (Ethernet.begin(mac) == 0) {

// Serial.println("Failed to configure Ethernet using DHCP");

// while (1) ;

//}

//Serial.begin(9600);

delay(2000);

//while (!Serial) {;}

//Serial.print("IP= "); Serial.println(Ethernet.localIP());

server.begin();

}

void loop() {
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char line[30];

EthernetClient client = server.available();

while (client) {

while(!client.available()) {

delay(5);

if (!client.connected()) {client.stop(); break;}

}

client.readStringUntil(’\n’).toCharArray(line,30);

//Serial.print("Request: "); Serial.println(line);

if (strstr(line,"A0?")) {

float volt=read_channel(0);

client.print("A0 "); client.println(volt);

} else if (strstr(line,"A1?")) {

float volt=read_channel(1);

client.print("A1 "); client.println(volt);

} else if (strstr(line,"A2?")) {

float volt=read_channel(2);

client.print("A2 "); client.println(volt);

} else if (strstr(line,"A3?")) {

float volt=read_channel(3);

client.print("A3 "); client.println(volt);

} else if (strstr(line,"A4?")) {

float volt=read_channel(4);

client.print("A4 "); client.println(volt);

} else if (strstr(line,"A5?")) {

float volt=read_channel(5);

client.print("A5 "); client.println(volt);

} else if (strstr(line,"DO2 ")) {

int state=(int)atof(&line[4]);

if (state==0) {digitalWrite(2,LOW);} else {digitalWrite(2,HIGH);}

client.print("DO2 "); client.println(state);

} else if (strstr(line,"DO3 ")) {

int state=(int)atof(&line[4]);

if (state==0) {digitalWrite(3,LOW);} else {digitalWrite(3,HIGH);}

client.print("DO3 "); client.println(state);

} else if (strstr(line,"DO4 ")) {

int state=(int)atof(&line[4]);

if (state==0) {digitalWrite(4,LOW);} else {digitalWrite(4,HIGH);}

client.print("DO4 "); client.println(state);

} else if (strstr(line,"DO8 ")) {

int state=(int)atof(&line[4]);

if (state==0) {digitalWrite(8,LOW);} else {digitalWrite(8,HIGH);}

} else if (strstr(line,"DO9 ")) {
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int state=(int)atof(&line[4]);

if (state==0) {digitalWrite(9,LOW);} else {digitalWrite(9,HIGH);}

} else if (strstr(line,"DO13 ")) {

int state=(int)atof(&line[5]);

if (state==0) {digitalWrite(13,LOW);} else {digitalWrite(13,HIGH);}

} else if (strstr(line,"DI5?")) {

int state=digitalRead(5);

client.print("DI5 "); client.println(state);

} else if (strstr(line,"DI6?")) {

int state=digitalRead(6);

client.print("DI6 "); client.println(state);

} else if (strstr(line,"RAW?")) {

int ic=100;

while (ic--) {

client.print("RAW=\t");

for (int k=0;k<6;k++) {

client.print(read_channel(k)); client.print("\t");

}

client.println("");

delay(1000);

}

}

client.flush();

}

}

After including support for SPI, which is used to communicate with the Eth-
ernet shield and Ethernet library support, the server is declared to listen on
port 1137. Then we define the MAC address of the Ethernet shield. Here we
use fixed IP numbers with the definitions for ip, gateway, and subnet. The
read channel() function encapsulates the activities to turn on the voltage, take
a measurement, and then reverse the polarity on channel ch. Note that we use
Arduino pins D8 and D9 to power the sensor-PCB. In the setup() function, we
comment out the option to eavesdrop on the communication via the serial line.
When powering from an external power supply the Serial communication is not
used and commented out in order to prevent the USB to serial converter that
is used on modern Arduino UNOs to interfere with the boot process. We use a
fixed IP number and specify ip, gateway, and subnet in the Ethernet.begin
function. It is also possible to obtain an IP number via DHCP. The commented-
out part shows how that is done. Finally the server process is started with the
call to server.begin().

In the loop() function the Arduino waits for a client to connect in the
server.available() function call, and, while it is connected, and has not al-
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Figure 4: Communicating with the PuddelPeeker via telnet or netcat.

ready disconnected, the Arduino tries to read one line, terminated by \n, and
converts it to a character array named line. Then, it briefly echoes the received
command on the serial line and starts checking whether the received command
in A0?, in which case it returns the reading from analog pin 0, converted to volts,
to the connected client. The protocol thus is that the client asks A0? and the
Arduino returns A0 3.7 where 3.7 is the voltage on pin 0. All the other analog
pins A1? to A5 are queried in the same way. If the command RAW? is received, all
six analog values are written back to the client, once a second, for 100 seconds.
This is mostly useful for debugging.

It is straightforward to communicate with the PuddlePeeker via the network
with telnet or netcat. This is shown in Figure 4 where we first use telnet to
connect to the Arduino with the puddlepeeker firmware that had IP number
192.168.2.105 in this case. We also have to specify the port number and then
just write A0? and receive the response. In this example no sensor was connected
and the 270 kΩ resistors act as pull-ups to the supply voltage. We exit telnet by
typing Ctrl-] to get the telnet> prompt and then quit to exit telnet. Using
netcat works similarly; we only have to specify the -C command line option to
always send carriage-return and line-feed characters at the end of each transac-
tion; Telnet does that automatically, but netcat needs this command line switch.
We can terminate netcat with Ctrl-C.

We can find the IP number that the Arduino has received by either checking
the serial line, if it is not commented out, or by using the nmap program and
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executing nmap -sn 192.168.1.1/24, which returns all IP numbers that are
connected to the network with IP numbers 192.168.1.x. If no IP number is
received it is sometimes helpful to simply reboot the Arduino.

Once the basic communication is established we can use the following database
and protocol files to hook the system up to EPICS. The query-response protocol
is described by the following protocol file

# PuddlePeeker.proto

Terminator = CR LF;

get_analog {

out "A\$1?";

in "A\$1 %f";

ExtraInput = Ignore;

}

set_bit {

out "DO\$1?";

in "DO\$1 %u";

ExtraInput = Ignore;

}

get_bit {

out "DI\$1?";

in "DI\$1 %u";

ExtraInput = Ignore;

}

and the database file that references it is

# PuddlePeeker.db

record(ai, "$(USER):A0") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 0")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(0) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):A1") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 1")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(1) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):A2") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 2")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")
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field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(2) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):A3") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 3")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(3) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):A4") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 4")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(4) $(PORT)")

}

record(ai, "$(USER):A5") {

field(DESC, "Arduino analog pin 5")

field(SCAN, "1 second")

field(DTYP, "stream")

field(INP, "@arduino.proto get_analog(5) $(PORT)")

}

Linking the files to the IP and port numbers is done by adding the following lines
to the st.cmd command file

drvAsynIPPortConfigure("SOCKET","192.168.1.59:1137",0,0,0)

dbLoadRecords("db/arduino.db","PORT=’SOCKET’,USER=’PuddlePeeker’")

After restarting the st.cmd file we can access the PuddlePeeker by

caget PuddlePeeker:A0

which return the current analog value. Interfacing to logging or alarm systems
can then be done using the standard EPICS software.

Discussions with and helpful suggestions from K. Gajewski and L. Hermans-
son as well as help with installing the system from T. Peterson at FREIA are
gratefully acknowledged.
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